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Chambers USA 2019 Recognizes Nelson Mullins Broad and Cassel White
Collar Practice and Attorneys
Chambers & Partners

MIAMI -- Nelson Mullins Broad and Cassel Partner Jonathan Etra, Of Counsel Jon A. Sale and Christopher Cavallo, of the
Firm’s White-Collar Defense and Government Investigations group and their Miami-based practice have been recognized
in Florida in the 2019 edition of Chambers USA: America’s Leading Lawyers for Business.
The practice earned a ranking this year in Chambers in Litigation: White Collar Crime & Government Investigations in
Florida based on its “impressive recent performance across all levels.” Etra earned a ranking in Band 3 while Cavallo
earned a ranking as an “Up and Comer.” Sale is ranked as an Eminent Practitioner whom Chambers describes as “highly
regarded.”
“The trio are described as ‘phenomenal white-collar criminal defense attorneys,” according to Chambers.
Chambers’ ranking tables are compiled through its assessment of a firm’s work and opinions from external market
sources, with an emphasis on client feedback, according to the organization. Firms and lawyers need to demonstr ate
sustained excellence in order to be ranked in the guide. Chambers USA covers over 50 different practice areas /sectors
on a state and national level. The organization ranked 18,293 attorneys and 6,126 practices in the United States this year.
Learn more about their methodology.
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Established in 1897, Nelson Mullins has more than 785 attorneys and government relations professionals with offices in
11 states and Washington, DC. Nelson Mullins and Broad and Cassel LLP combined effective August 1, 2018 and does
business in Florida as Nelson Mullins Broad and Cassel. For more information on the firm, go to www.nelsonmullins.com.
View on Website
These materials have been prepared for informational purposes only and are not legal advice. This information is not
intended to create, and receipt of it does not constitute, an attorney -client relationship. Internet subscribers and online
readers should not act upon this information without seeking professional counsel.
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